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Super-Buffer FET Logic (SBFI): A Logic Gate Suitable to GaAs LSI's
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For GaAs LSIs, we propose one unit logic gate with low power consumption.
This logic gate is named SBFL (Super-Buffer FET Logic), which j-s constracted by
super-buffer circuit. SBFL has large advantages of lower output low-level,
larger noise margins and higher l-oad drivability. This paper shows these
nature of SBFL compared with DCFL through the measurement and the simulations.

I.. lntroduction

Recent advances in GaAs MESFET fabrication
1\-"\technology L t have enabled the reproducible

fabrication of normally-off MESFET (enhancement-

type FET: E-FET) with high g* and small Van scat-
tering. Therefore, the large scale integrated cir-
cuits have been able to be fabricated by using a

direct coupled FET logic (DCFL) circuit 4)'5). 
The

DCFL circuit has large advantages of simplicity,
low power consumption and the need of only one sup-
plied voltage. Certainly, the unl_oaded propagation

delay time (raw speed) of DCFL is very excellent.
However, as the scafe of integration j_ncreases, the
problem of low drivability has become more and more

serious. Because the l-oad drivability of DCFL is
limited by the Id== of pull-up FET, it cannot be

increased without increase of power consumption.

fn this paper, one unit logic gate with high
load drivability and low power consumption is de-
scribed. This logic gate is constructed by in-
verted super-buffer circuit which is wel_l_ known in
Si NMOS circuits. After the basic conception of
this logic gate is briefly shown, the static and

dynamic characteristics'of this logic gate includ-
ing the property of load drivability are described.

II. Unit Loeic Gate
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Fig. 1 The unit. circuits of SBFL (a) and
DCFL (b). The configuration of NOR circuits are
al-so shown by the broken lines.

inverter along with a DCFL. Because it is
constructed by super-buffer circuit, we call this
logic gate super-buffer FET togic (SBFL). Usua1ly,
both of the second pull-up FET (Q") and pull-down
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FET (Q4) are E-FET. However an FET type
second pull-up FET (Qa) can be chenged to
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on FET (depletion-type FET : D-FET). When

normally-
these

two SBFL circuits are distinguished, we call them

SBFL-E and SBFL-D, respectively. The NOR gate can

be realized by connecting additional ea' and QOt

parallel ao QS and QO as shown by the broken lines.
In Fig. 1, when the input signal changes from

l-ow level to high leve1, in addition to opening the
second pull-down FET (Q4), the second pull-up FET
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Figure l- shows the unit circuit of the



(a3) closes after a little time. The closing of Q,

helps Q to absorb the charge from the capacitive' '4.

Ioad, and it reduces a steady-state curent' When

the input signal turns to low level, in addition to

closi-ng the second pull-down FET (Q4) ' the second

pull-up FET (a3) opens after a little tirne'

Because the output of the first-stage E/D gate is

connected only to the gate of the second pull-up

FET (Q3), the gate-sourse voltage of the Q, can be

increased up to built-in voltage. While the output

Ievel is still low, the current througn Q, to the

capacitive load reaches the maximum value' This

motion cannot be realized by the structure of non-

inverted super-buffer circuits in si NMos circuits.

After the output level has reached high level-, the

drain curcent of Q 3 
is fairly decreased if the

supplied voltage is oPtimized.

In this SBFL action, the load drivability is

caused by the transient current flow' Therefore'

high performance FET's will increase the load

drivability without much increase in power dissipa-

tion. In DCFL, on the contrary, it is impossible

to increase the load drivability without the

increase in power dissi-Pation.

Table I Process condition and the properties of
obtained MESFET's.

E-FET D-FET

III. Circuit Fabricati-on

To confirm the expected properties mentioned

above, the SBFL circuits were fabricated by the

W-A1 gate self-alignment p"o"""= 3). As a

substrate, an undoped LEC semi-insulating GaAs

substrate was used. Table I shows the processing

conditions and the properties of obtained MESFETTS.

The mean values and the standard deviations shown

in Table I were obtained from more than 10 samples

in the area of about lOmm x 1Omm. These low

standard deviations in the properties of MESFETtS

ensured the exactness i4 comparison between SBFL

and DCFL.

Tabl-e II shows the gate widths of Qf-Qa shown

in Fig. 1 used in these experiments. To measure

the static transfer characteristics, the two-stage

inverter chains were used. Measurements were

performed on the first stage inverter- To measure

propagation delay time and load drivability,

l7-stage ring-oscillators with and without extra

capacitance load in each stage were fabricated.

Each capacitance was about 12OfF with a metal-

SiO^-metal structure ( teum x 36pm ) .
a

IV. SBFL Performances

The static transfer characteristics of SBFL-E

SBFL-D and DCFL are shown in Fig. 2 at the supplied

voltage of I V. The output low levef in SBFL-E 1s

much lower than that in SBFL-D or DCFL. From these

results, the following values coufd be obtained.
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Fig. 2 The static transfer characteristics of
SBFL-E, SBFL-D and DCFL at the suppLied voltage of
1 V; the broken lines stand for the cal-culated
results.
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Table II Gate widths
in this experimental.

of Q1 - QO in Fig. 1 used
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The logic swings in sBFL-E, SBFL-D and DCFL were
0.57V, 0.54V and O.5OV, respectively. The noise
margins were O.1gV and O.2OV for SBFL_E, 0.14V and
o'22v for SBFL-D, and 0.15V and o.18v for DCFL.
The transfer gains were 4.0, 2.g and 3.7 for SBFL_
E, SBFL-D and DCFL, respectively. Because the high
l-evel is clamped by the next stage Schottky diodes,
l-ower low-level of SBFL_E is attractive for steady
action. In addition, the other static transfer
characteristics of SBFL_E are superior to those of
DCFL and SBFL-D. Therefore, later discussions are
camied on about usual SBFL_E. The broken f ines in
Fig. 2 show the simul-ated results of the transfer
characteristics of SBFL_E and DCFL by circuit
analysis program ASTAP. The simulated values
agreed rel_ativel_y well with measured resul_ts.

fn Fig. 3, the measured results of the
unloaded propagation delay time and the current
flow per gate on supplied voltage are shown ;

broken lines stand for the simulated values. In
the supplied voltage region of O.g _ 1 .4 V, the
curuent of SBFL rapidly increases, in contrast to
that of DCFL. In this region, the Schottky gate
current rapidly increases. However, the
propagation delay time of SBFL is almost constant.
As the supplied voltage decreases from O.gV, the

Supplied Vottoge

propagation delay of sBFL rapidly increases. These
characteristics are supported by the simulated
resul_ts, too. Therefore, it can be concl_uded that
the current through the Schottky gate does not
contribute the decrease of propagation delay time 

Ibut only increases the power dissipation in the
supplied voltage region of o.g - 1.4v, and that the
supplied voltage of less than O.gV leads to the
reduction of super-buffer motions. From Fig.3,
considering both propagation delay time and power
dissipation, the suitable supplied vol_tage for SBFL
is thought to be O.B - j-.0 V. This voltage is
almost the same as that for DCFL. Furthermore, the
logic levels of sBFL are compatibre to those of
DCITL. Therefore, the SBFL can be successfully used
along with DCFL.

Figure 4 shows the relation between the
propagation delay time and the load capacitance.
These data are the averages for more than 5 ring_
oscillators. The supplied voltage was kept 1 V.
The power dissipations with no extra capacitance
are afso shown in this figure. The dissipated
powers are almost the same between these two kinds
of circuits. The raw speed of SBFL is about 35%
l-ess than DCFL. When the load capacitance is more
than about 6OfF, however, the delay time of SBFL
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Fig. 3 The dependences of unloadeddelay time and
voltages. rhe ::i::i:.:]"I"ffi.:"::"
the broken 1ines.
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Fig. 5 The simulated results for SBFL concerning
the dependences of load drivability and raw speed
on the gate width of the second-stage FETs. l-Opm
wide E-FET and Spm wide D-FET are used in the
first-stage E/D gate.

becomes smaller than DCFL. For added load capaci-

tance, the propagation delay time (Ioaded-delay

time) increases by O.34 ps/fF for SBFL and O'82

ps/tf' for DCFL. The inverse of these values can be

regarded as the load drivability' So, the load

drivability of SBFL is concluded to be 2'4 times

Iarger than that of DCFL.

Figure 5 shows the simulated resul-ts con-

cerning the dependences of load drivability and the

raw speed on the gate widths of the second pull-up

and pull-down FETs of SBFL. In these simulations'

the gate widths of the first-stage E/D gate were

assumed to be constant (Wgs 1o1m, wro = 5,um) and

the supplied voltage was kept 1.0V. The second-

stage transistors were assumed to have same gate

width. In Fig. 5, the raw speed decreases and the

current flow increases slightly with the increase

in the gate width of the second-stage transistors'

On the other hand, the l-oaded-delay time rapidly

decreases as the gate wldth increases in the region

of 10-20 um. The second-stage FETs with more than

3Opm gate width improve l-oad drivability only a

little. The reason is considered to be due to the

tob heavy load for the first-stage E/D gate' There-

fore,thesuitabtegatewidthsofsecond-stageFETs
arethoughttobe2o-3opm.Thesesecond-stageFETs
cause the increase in the pattern size' However'

the high regularity of SBFL can make the pattern

size of SBFL only 3O-4O% larger than that of DCFL '

Furthermore, the chip size of LSI made by SBFL will
be only IO-2O% larger than that made by DCFL

because the large part of the chi-p area is occupied

by connecting lines.

V. SummarY

The super-buffer FET togic (SBFL) has been de-

scribed. The SBFL circuit has lower output low-

level and larger noise margins than DCFL' From the

measurement of the dependence of the propagation

delay time and the current flow on the supplied

voltage, the suitable supplied voltage for SBFL was

found to be O.B - 1 V. The SBFL circuit has high

load drivabi-lity, which is 2'4 times larger than

thatofDCFL.Thepowerdissipationisalmostthe
same between SBFL and DCFL. It is supported by

simufation that the suitable gate widths of the

second pull-up and putl-down FETs were 20-3Opm in

case that lOum wide E-FET and 5pm wide D-FET were

used j-n the first-stage E/D gate '

The above results show that the SBFL circuit

has large advantages for the application to GaAs

LSI and VLST. Especially, the SBFL is very suit-

able for large scale gate arrays, in which a high

l_oad (fan-out and connecting lines) drivability and

large noise margins are strongly needed'
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